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We show how to use properties of the vetors whih are iterated in the transfer-matrix approah

to Anderson loalization, in order to generate the statistial distribution of eletroni wavefuntion

amplitudes at arbitrary distanes from the origin of L
d�1

� 1 disordered systems. For d = 1 our

approah is shown to reprodue exat diagonalization results available in the literature. In d = 2,

where strips of width L � 64 sites were used, attempted �ts of gaussian (log-normal) forms to the

wavefuntion amplitude distributions result in e�etive loalization lengths growing with distane,

ontrary to the predition from single-parameter saling theory. We also show that the distributions

possess a negative skewness S, whih is invariant under the usual histogram-ollapse resaling, and

whose absolute value inreases with distane. We �nd 0:15 . � S . 0:30 for the range of parameters

used in our study.

PACS numbers: PACS numbers: 71.23.An, 73.20.Fz

I. INTRODUCTION

The loalization model introdued by Anderson

1

in-

orporates two basi elements, namely the rules of quan-

tum mehanis applied to a single-eletron, tight-binding

model Hamiltonian, plus quenhed disorder (realized,

e.g., by assigning random self-energies to lattie sites).

Its original purpose was to show the existene of a

disorder-indued transition in three-dimensional systems,

from metalli (di�usive) to insulating (loalized) ele-

troni behavior, upon inreasing randomness. Over

the years the model has turned out to exhibit a rih

variety of physial aspets, many of them highlighted

by the (single�parameter) saling theory of loalization

(SPST)

2,3

. Of partiular interest here is the fat that, in

zero magneti �eld and in the absene of spin-orbit ou-

plings, SPST predits insulating behavior, for any �nite

amount of disorder, in spatial dimensions d = 1 and 2,

though in the marginal ase d = 2one has borderline phe-

nomena suh as weak loalization. Interest in the Ander-

son transition has been renewed by reports of metalli be-

havior in dilute two-dimensional eletron-hole systems

4

.

While phenomenologial, perolation-based theories have

been able to reprodue experimentally-observed trends in

some detail

5

, attempts to reonile basi theoretial as-

sumptions to experimental evidene have only met lim-

ited suess so far. For instane, numerial evidene has

been produed

6

against the idea that eletron-eletron

interations (not inluded in saling theory) might play

a role in driving the two-dimensional transition

4

.

Even when one on�nes oneself to the original An-

derson piture of non-interating eletrons in three-

dimensional latties, where the existene of a transition is

not questioned, progress towards extrating reliable nu-

merial estimates of ritial quantities has been remark-

ably hard

7,8,9,10,11,12,13

. Reently, systemati onsider-

ation of irrelevant variables and non-linear orretions

to single-parameter saling

14,15,16,17,18,19

has helped pro-

due results with a fairly reasonable laim to onsistently

narrow error bars.

It is thus of interest to reexamine the basi methods

whih have been used in the past 20 years, in onjun-

tion with SPST, to study the Anderson loalization prob-

lem. A step in this diretion has been given in Ref. 20,

whose authors obtained wave funtions via exat diag-

onalization, for both one-dimensional and �nite, L � L ,

two-dimensional systems. By averaging over randomness,

they obtained probability distributions of wavefuntion

amplitudes on sites at varying distanes from an arbitrary

origin. Suh distributions were ompared to preditions

from SPST; though agreement was good in d = 1, the

two-dimensional results were in ontradition to the idea

of a single loalization length depending only on disor-

der intensity: instead, a lear logarithmi inrease with

distane, at �xed disorder, was found from their �ts for

that quantity.

In Ref. 20, �nite-size e�ets were avoided in d = 2 by

onsidering disorder strengths suh that the orrespond-

ing loalization length, as predited by single-parameter

theory, is � . 10 (see, e.g., Refs. 7,9), and using suitably

large systems with L = 300. On the other hand, nu-

merous studies of the Anderson transition are set up on

quasi-one dimensional geometries, for ease of appliation

of transfer-matrix (TM) or reursive Green's funtions

methods

7,8,9,10,11,13,15,16,17,19

; extrapolation to bulk be-

havior (d = 2 or 3 as the ase may be) is then performed

with help of �nite-size saling theory

21

.

Here we onsider TM methods, applied both to stritly

one-dimensional systems and to strips of a square lattie.

Traditionally the TM approah has been used to alulate

Lyapunov exponents (diretly related to the loalization

length of SPST)

7,22

, and quantities obtainable from suh

exponents, e.g., ondutanes

23,24

. In Se. II we reall

how wavefuntion amplitudes may be estimated in the

TM ontext, and illustrate our approah in the simple

d = 1 ase by rederiving the orresponding distributions

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0205572v2
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found in Ref. 20. In Se. III, an analogous treatment

is developed for strips of a two-dimensional square lat-

tie, and numerial results are displayed and disussed.

Conlusions and �nal remarks are given in Se. IV.

II. METHOD AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL

ILLUSTRATION

We onsider the site-disordered Anderson model, for

whih the tight-binding Hamiltonian is written as

H =
X

i

"ijiihij+ V
X

hi;ji

jiihjj ; (1)

where the site self-energies "iare independent, identially

distributed random variables obeying a spei�ed distri-

bution, hi;jidenotes nearest-neighbor sites on a regular

lattie, and the energy sale is set by the hopping matrix

element, V � 1. Disorder intensity is given by the width

W of the self-energy probability distribution, taken here

as retangular (same as in Ref. 20):

P ("i)=

(

constant � W =2 � "i � + W =2

0 otherwise:
(2)

In the TM approah

7

, one onsiders the Hamiltonian

Eq. (1) on a quasi-one dimensional Ld�1 � N system,

N � L . Denoting by k = 1;:::;N the suessive ross-

setions, and i= 1;:::Ld�1
the respetive positions of

sites within eah ross-setion, an eletroni wave fun-

tion at energy E is given in terms of its loal amplitudes,

faik(E )g, and tight-binding orbitals jiki, as:

	 E =
X

ik

aik(E )jiki: (3)

With a orresponding hange of notation, Eq. (1) reads:

H =
X

ik

"ik jikihikj+
X

hik;i0k0i

jikihi
0
k
0
j ; (4)

where hik;i0k0istands for nearest-neighbor pairs. Apply-

ing Eq. (4) to Eq. (3) gives the reursion relation

ai;(k+ 1) = (E � "ik)aik � ai;(k�1) �
X

i0

ai0;k ; (5)

where i0 denotes nearest neighbors of iwithin the same

ross-setion (the E -dependene is omitted for larity).

In matriial form,

�
 k+ 1

 k

�

=

�
Pk � I

I 0

� �
 k

 k�1

�

;  k �

0

B
@

a1;k
a2;k

� � �

aL d� 1;k

1

C
A

(6)

where, onsidering, e.g., periodi boundary onditions

aross the d� 1 transverse diretions

7

,

Pk =

0

B
@

E � "1;k � 1 0 � � � � 1

� 1 E � "2;k � 1 � � � 0

� � � � � � � 1

� 1 0 � � � � 1 E � "L d� 1;k

1

C
A :

(7)

The (2Ld�1 � 2Ld�1 )matrix Tk �

�
Pk � I

I 0

�

is symple-

ti, that is, its eigenvalues our in pairs f�i;�
�1

i
g; i=

1;:::;Ld�1
. As explained at length in Refs. 7,9,13,22, the

matrix produt M N =
Q N

k= 1
Tk gives rise to the eigenval-

ues exp1 :::expL d� 1 , where the i are the Lyapunov

harateristi exponents (LCE) for the problem, setting

the asymptoti divergene of the orresponding eigenve-

tors vi. Being a produt of sympleti matries, M N also

has this property, therefore the LCE our in symmet-

ri pairs fi;� ig. Attention usually onentrates on

the LCE of smallest modulus, L d� 1 , whose inverse gives

the longest deay length (identi�ed with the loalization

length of the Anderson problem).

To see the meaning of the eigenvetors vi, reall that

the physially aeptable (non-diverging) wave funtion

is the one assoiated with the negative LCE of smallest

modulus, L d� 1+ 1
25

; the orresponding tight-binding am-

plitudes fa
(L

d� 1
+ 1)

ik
g will give information on the shape

of the eletroni wave funtion of interest (beause of the

sympleti harater of the TM, one might equally on-

sider the inverse of the amplitudes assoiated to L d� 1 ;

however, in pratie the amount of alulational e�ort is

the same either way) . Little use appears to have been

made of this property in the ontext of TM studies of

Anderson loalization, exept for a alulation of lateral

transport properties in layered media

26

.

It is important to reall that the site amplitudes are

not the diretly relevant quantities in the TM approah;

instead, in the quasi-one dimensional systems used here

the wavefuntion deay rate must be de�ned by om-

paring the moduli of suitable vetors, eah with 2Ld�1

omponents

7,9,13

.

We now take stritly one-dimensional systems, and il-

lustrate how the above ideas work. The matries Tk
are 2� 2, and the relevant LCE is 2; the orrespond-

ing wavefuntion amplitude at site k is a
(2)

k
. Starting

with an arbitrary pair of states at neighboring sites, say

(a0;a1)= (1;1), we �rst iterate Eq. (6) a number N in of

times, taking are to orthonormalize the resulting vetors

every N ortho steps (typially, N in = 100; we have used

N ortho = 1, but other authors have used N ortho ’ 10 ap-

parently without notieable deterioration of results

13,22

).

With suh initialization the starting vetors are rotated

in Hilbert spae towards the asymptoti diretion of the

eigenvetors of M N . Having done this, we rename the

urrent site as the origin. Realling from Eq. (6) that

the vetors being iterated involve both  k and  k+ 1, one

sees that the appropriate quantities to keep trak of are
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the b
(2)

k
� f[a

(2)

k
]2 + [a

(2)

k+ 1
]2g1=2. One might visualize

the proess as follows: starting from the pair of site am-

plitudes (a0;a1), one iteratively obtains the pair (a1;a2)

and so on, until (after r iterations of T ) one gets the pair

(ar;ar+ 1). This latter is legitimately said to be at a dis-

tane r from the origin, that is, from the original pair of

sites.

We then start to aumulate the produts of suessive

amplitudes b
(2)

k
at eah N ortho steps ( after orthogonal-

ization, but before normalization). At distane r from

the new origin, the (relative) wavefuntion amplitude is

given by

A(r)� � ln
 0(r)

 0(0)
= �

rX

k= 1

lnb
(2)

k
; (8)

where the notation of Ref. 20 is used for ease of ompar-

ison,  0(k)� f[ k]
2 + [ k+ 1]

2g1=2, and the fat that we

always make N ortho = 1 has been taken into aount. In

order to generate statistis of the A(r) for a set of dis-

tanes fr1 < r2 < � � � < rm axg, one iterates the TM for

N 0 � rm ax steps, olleting data at the spei�ed points;

to ollet the next sample, it su�es to keep iterating for

another N 0 steps, with no need to reinitialize the wave

funtions, and so on. After a total of N in + N sN 0 it-

erations of the TM, one has N s samples of the A(r) for

eah distane of interest, The orresponding histograms

H (A;r) for E = 0, disorder strength W = 1:0, r= 1600,

3200, and 4800, and N s = 105 are shown in Fig. 1. These

values of the parameters were hosen in order to enable

omparison with the exat diagonalization results dis-

played in Figure 1 of Ref. 20. Indeed, one �nds exel-

lent visual agreement between the respetive data sets.

Numerial analysis of the �rst three moments of our his-

tograms shows that: (i) for all three distanes, they are

well-�tted by gaussians of the form

H (A;r)=

�
�

��r

� 1=2

exp

"

�
(A � r=�)

2

�r=�

#

; (9)

with � ’ 2:08, � ’ 104, whih are in rather good agree-

ment with the expeted values from SPST

20,27

in the

limit N s;r ! 1 , respetively � = 2, � = 105:045=W 2
;

and (ii) the dimensionless skewness S, de�ned as

28

:

S �

* �
x � hxi

�

� 3
+

(10)

for a distribution with mean hxi and dispersion � , has

the following values: S = 0:0250, 0:0190, 0:0128 respe-

tively for r= 1600, 3200, 4800.

Point (ii) is further indiation that the wavefuntion

amplitude distribution indeed approahes a log-normal

shape (zero skewness), but only as r! 1 . The approx-

imate dependene on r may be inferred as S � r�1=2 ,

from the 3 data just quoted.

Figure 1: Normalized histograms of ourrene of the loga-

rithmi deay fator, A(r) of Eq. (8), in d = 1, for E = 0,

W = 1:0, and distanes r as shown. N s = 10
5
samples were

olleted, for eah r (see text).

III. STRIPS OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL

LATTICE

We now extend our approah to strips of a square lat-

tie. For a strip of width L , the matries Tk are 2L � 2L ,

and the relevant LCE is L + 1; the orresponding wave-

funtion amplitudes at olumn k are a
(L + 1)

ik
, i= 1;:::;L .

Taking into aount the normalization of Eq. (6), the ap-

propriate deay fator here is

A(r)= �

rX

k= 1

ln

0

@

k+ 1X

j= k

LX

i= 1

h

a
(L + 1)

ij

i2

1

A

1=2

(d = 2):

(11)

It must be stressed that Eq. (11) is not meant to imply

an averaging proess over site amplitudes a
(L + 1)

ij ; as re-

marked above, these 2L quantities are not the diretly

relevant ones. Instead, they give the modulus of the

eigenvetor assoiated to the negative LCE of smallest

absolute value

25

, whose deay is to be followed.

We have onsidered strips of even widths 4 � L �

64 sites and periodi boundary onditions aross, and

taken the disorder intensity W = 10, in order to make

ontat with analogous results in Ref. 20. For this value

of W SPST predits the loalization length to be � ’

5:459. SPST, together with �nite-size saling

21

would

imply that

H (A;r;L;W )= f

�

A;
r

L
;
r

�

�

: (12)
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Figure 2: E�etive loalization lengths on strips of d = 2

lattie, �tted from �rst and seond moments of distributions

to the gaussian form, Eq. (9), for E = 0, W = 10:0. Strip

widths L and distanes r as shown. N s = 5� 10
4
samples for

L � 40, 2� 10
4
otherwise. Dashed line is � = 3:4(logL)

0:72

(see text). Sale is logarithmi on horizontal axis. Inset:

width of distribution, �, as de�ned in Eq. (9). Axis sales

and symbols as in main Figure.

In order to infer the d = 2 behavior, one must onsider

the regime r, L � 1, r=L . 121. Although TM methods

make it easy to explore long distanes (r� L) along the

�in�nite� diretion, this fat is not diretly relevant here,

as the orresponding regime would be one where stritly

one-dimensional features emerge.

In the following, we shall restrit ourselves to r=L =

1=2and 1; aording to Eq. (12), for eah value of r=L one

should then be able to ollapse all distributions against

r=�.

Again, we have examined the �rst three moments of the

distributions thus generated. Using only the �rst two, we

have �tted data to gaussians in the manner of Eq. (9),

for whih the e�etive loalization lengths �(r;L)are dis-

played in Fig. 2. It an be seen that, for given L , the �

are essentially the same both for r = L=2 and L . This

shows that rude �nite-size distortions do not play a role

for the ranges of r and L used. On the other hand, simi-

larly to the �ndings of Ref. 20 and against the predition

of SPST, there is no single value of � to �t all distribu-

tions; instead, it grows with inreasing r. However, our

result di�ers from that of Ref. 20, in that the dependene

of � is learly not linear in logL . This should not be seen

as a diret ontradition, as the quantities under study

are not idential (as was the ase in d = 1 ): though they

represent the same physial phenomenon of wavefuntion

deay, they do so in rather di�erent geometries.

As regards the width of distribution � (again taking

Eq. (9) as a starting point) our results, displayed in the

inset of Fig. 2, exhibit numerial values not unlike those

found in Ref. 20, in the sense of being onsistently smaller

than the SPST predition � = 2, but with the same

order of magnitude. One might expet that, for larger

r, L the dereasing trend observed for 20 . L . 60

would stabilize lose to � ’ 1:3 quoted in Ref. 20. This,

however, we have no means to asertain at present.

We have not been able to �t the full range of data by

a single power of either L or logL ; assuming, e.g., � �

(logL)x , the best result from a nonlinear least-squares

�t gives x ’ 0:72, orresponding to the dashed line in

Fig. 2. It is evident, from the Figure, that the trend for

large L is towards an even slower variation.

At this point, one might speulate that �, as given

by the gaussian �ts, ould eventually saturate for larger

L , at a value whih might even be lose to the SPST

predition. However, we shall now show that the gaussian

�ts themselves beome inreasingly unable to re�et the

properties of the wavefuntion amplitude distributions.

Indeed, we have found that the skewness of distribu-

tions is negative, and inreases in absolute value as r,

L grow. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the raw data

for L = 48, r = 24, together with the orresponding

gaussian �t of Eq. (9), obtained using the �rst and se-

ond moments of the distribution. The e�et of negative

skewness is apparent in that the gaussian approximation

overshoots the data for large A (i.e., predits a small am-

plitude to our more frequently than observed in fat),

and undershoots for small A (predits a large amplitude

to our less frequently than observed).

Skewness data for the ranges of r and L used here

are displayed in Fig. 4, together with �ts of single-power

forms, � S � Lx , for the subsets orresponding respe-

tively to r = L (dashed line, x ’ 0:29) and r = L=2

(full line, x ’ 0:25). Despite the large amount of satter,

the inreasing trend against growing r, L is unmistakably

present. This means, in turn, that for larger and larger

systems the distributions beome ever less amenable to

�tting by gaussians, as predited by SPST. This would

remain true even if a hypothetial saturation should o-

ur for values of r and L larger than those investigated

here.

Reall, from Eq. (10), that skewness is invariant un-

der the usual histogram-ollapse resaling

20

, H s(A s;r)=

H (A;r)
p
��r=�(r), where the shifted variable is A s �

[A � r=�(r)]=
p
�r=�(r). Therefore, this is a legitimate

extra parameter to haraterize the distributions. Sim-

ilar results were found experimentally, for the ondu-

tane distribution in quasi-one dimensional gold wires

29

.

Negative skewness of wavefuntion amplitude distribu-

tions works in the same way as (in the limited ontext

of gaussian �ts) does the �nding that �(r) inreases with

r: both ontribute to a slower deay of eletroni wave

funtions, ompared with the onstant-�, zero-skewness,
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Figure 3: Normalized histogram of ourrene of A(r) of

Eq. (11) for E = 0, W = 10:0, L = 48, r = 24 (full line).

Skewness=� 0:288. Dashed line: Gaussian �t (Eq. (9)), us-

ing �rst and seond moments of distribution. Vertial sale

is linear in (a), and logarithmi in (b), the latter in order to

emphasize disrepanies between data and �t at the extremes.

Figure 4: Double-logarithmi plots of negative skewness of

wavefuntion amplitude distributions, A(r) of Eq. (11), for

E = 0, W = 10:0 against strip width L , and orresponding

least-squares �ts to single-power forms. Crosses and dashed

line: r= L . Squares and full line: r= L=2.

SPST piture. Of ourse, the evidene just presented is

not enough to argue that there must be a loalization-

deloalization transition in d = 2; the idea that this is the

borderline dimensionality, as predited by SPST, most

likely holds true. Nonetheless, we have shown robust

evidene for deviations from SPST in d = 2, whose on-

sequenes still have to be worked out in full,

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have made use of suitable properties of the ve-

tors whih are iterated in the TM approah to Ander-

son loalization

7,9,13,22

, in order to generate the statisti-

al distribution of eletroni wavefuntion amplitudes at

sites of Ld�1 � 1 disordered systems. We have onsid-

ered d = 1 (for whih our approah is shown to repro-

due the exat diagonalization results of Ref. 20), and

d = 2. In the latter ase, sine the L � 1 geometry of

our systems di�ers from that (L � L) of Ref. 20, a perfet

math is not to be expeted; however, some basi physial

properties are found to hold for both ases. In partiu-

lar, attempted �ts of gaussian (log-normal) forms to the

wavefuntion amplitude distributions result in e�etive

loalization lengths growing with distane, ontrary to

the SPST predition. We have gone further, and shown

that the distributions possess a negative skewness, whih

is invariant under the usual histogram-ollapse resaling,

and inreases with distane (at least for the range of pa-

rameters used in our study).

Suh deviations from the expeted behavior are evi-

dene of slower deay of eletroni wavefuntions than

predited by SPST; it still must be worked out whether

or not some phenomena spei� to d = 2, suh as weak lo-

alization, or the reently-observed metal-insulator tran-

sition in dilute two-dimensional dilute eletron-hole sys-

tems

4

, arry the �ngerprints of the anomalies reported

here. We expet that the present results may motivate

further work along these lines.
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